Influence of wideband visible light with an padding red component on the functional state of mice embryos and embryonic stem cells.
It is known that visible light, including sunlight and laboratory lighting, adversely affect the development of embryos in vitro. In with article we present a technology for the synthesis of composite screens, capable to photoconvert UV and a part of the blue spectrum into red light with the maximum ~630 nm. It is established that the application of such transformed light with an evident red component raises the chances of embryos to survive and protects embryonic stem cells. To create photoconversion screens, the CdZn/Se quantum dots were obtained, the average size being about 7 nm. When the quantum dots are excited by electromagnetic waves of the UV and blue spectral range, photoluminescence is observed. The average photon energy for photoluminescence is of the order of 2 eV. On the basis of CdZn/Se quantum dots and methylphenylsiloxane polymer, light-transforming composite screens were made. In case of the light-transforming composite screen, the UV component disappeared from the energy spectrum, and the intensity of the blue region of the spectrum was reduced. On the contrary, in the red region (λmax = 630 nm) one can see a little more than two-fold increase of intensity. It is shown that when exposed to 2-cell embryos by transformed light, the proportion of normally developing embryos increases by 20%, the number of dead embryos decreases twice, and number of dead and apoptotic cells was lower in blastocysts, what's decreased by 70%, as compared to the control group. When blastocysts are transferred to the feeder substrate, colonies of embryonic stem cells are formed. Cells obtained from blastocysts irradiated with transformed visible light are in a normal state in 90% of cases and did not change expression levels, biochemistry and morphology for at least 20 passages. It is assumed that the data obtained can be used for the design of systems of efficient cultivation of embryonic cells for tissue engineering and cell therapy.